
Unity!

by bill greensHields

WE EACH have a
unique role in the
People’s Assembly,

the fast growing unified anti-
austerity movement. 

our aim is to go far beyond the
usual campaign politics of  protest,
building a movement deeply rooted
in communities and trade union
memberships, drawing thousands of
‘ordinary people’ into sustained
activity – many of  whom have not
previously considered themselves
‘political’ – into a movement capable
of  defeating the austerity programme
and reshaping british politics from the
bottom up.

Austerity policies have nothing to
do with ‘deficit reduction’, but are
intended to ‘rebalance the economy’
by imposing ‘flexible working’,
increasing workload and driving
down wages, working conditions and
social provision in order to increase
profits – and lay the foundations for
full scale privatisation. that’s what
they mean by ‘economic recovery’! 

throughout europe, workers are
being subjected to various versions
of  the same ‘austerity’ treatment
which is reflected in disguised and
statistically manipulated
unemployment, in privatisation, in
legal and organisational attacks on
unions, in increased exploitation at

work, in pay and pension cuts, in
attacks in attacks on health and safety
and other working conditions, in the
deprivation and demonisation of
those most vulnerable, in
orchestrated ‘divide and rule, in
public service cuts, in poverty and the
wealth gap with its obscene and
growing disparities. 

it’s also reflected in the beatings,
bullets and flames of  the ukraine as
european and us capitalism set their
sights on securing their interests in
eastern europe, cynically imposing
austerity and total privatisation in the
name of  ‘democracy’ but really to
maximise profit, a graphic example of
how austerity and war go hand in
bloody hand.

resistance is building here in
britain, both in the trade unions’
growing use of  co-ordinated strike
action – yet to grow into generalised
strike action -  and in the people’s
Assembly, now having adopted the
people’s Charter and identifying the
nature of  the crisis and the ruling
class attack. ‘Austerity’ is working for
the ruling class, and capitalism
requires a decisive defeat of  the
working class in order to re-establish
the rate of  profit.

We urgently need a strategy to
inflict a decisive defeat on the ruling
class - the defeat of  any austerity
government, and its replacement with
one committed to people’s Charter

policies. And there are many smaller
victories to be won along the way

simple protest and resistance are
not enough. strikes and civil
disobedience are not aims in
themselves, but weapons with which
to achieve those victories. if  a
decisive defeat of  our class is a
necessity for capitalism, and if  our
resistance is limited to “protest”, we
are inviting the kind of  response that
capitalism and its institutions are
inflicting on the trade unionist,
socialist and communist resistance in
ukraine, and that they have inflicted
before around the world when they
have felt it necessary. We need a
strategy to win, and win decisively.

our tradeunion movement, our
active community campaigns and the
people’s Assembly needs a day in-day
out class war consciousness… and a
strategy for winning. this June 21
demonstration anti Austerity and
anti-war demonstration is very
important. but even more important
is what happens on June 22 and
beyond as the people’s Assembly
strives to put down deep roots into
communities around britain, and
trade unions work to organise and
activate whole memberships,

understanding that
only we ourselves
– the working class
-  can secure
progressive
economic, political
and social
advance..

bill greensHields is CHAir
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by bernAdette KeAveney

WHETHER YOU are a first time
demonstrator or a veteran
marcher I hope you enjoy reading
this weekend’s Morning Star.

In these days of monopoly media
ownership its easy to forget that
there is one daily paper owned by
it’s readers; you too can become a
newspaper owner! 

Even more important though, is
to buy and read the paper daily
either by getting it at your local
retailer or purchasing our e-edition
by visiting the website
morningstaronline.co.uk.

If you like a Star article don't
keep it to yourself, pass it on via
facebook or twitter and spread the
message that the Morning Star is
the only newspaper truly on the

side of working people.
Labour leader Ed Miliband

recently said: ‘It’s always a good
idea not to read the newspapers…
I don't read much British news.’ 

He also revealed that he didn’t
get any newspapers delivered to
his home, relying on aides to brief
him.  

Ed’s local Labour Party should
buy him an e-
subscription for
the only paper
that would
promote the
policies he needs
to lead the next
government.

bernAdette KeAveney is tHe
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mAnAger

Morning Star
Not yet Ed’s
daily paper?

Morning Star
Daily paper of the left      

£1 from your newsagent
www.morningstaronline.co.uk
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RISE UP!

by AnitA HAlpin

FRENCH SOCIALIST
leader Jacques Delors told
TUC delegates, a

generation ago, that the
‘European project’ would
guarantee jobs, workers rights
and safeguard our welfare state.
But this vision was
unachievable. 
The future direction of the EU had

been crafted two years earlier in the
Single European Act (SEA) of 1986.
Its clearly stated objective was the
elimination of all obstacles to the free
movement of capital, labour, goods and
services within the EU. 
The Act contained a commitment to

establish a single currency, thus
creating both economic and monetary
union and all the institutions and
directives have only one purpose. to
serve the interests of monopoly
capitalism. Over the years directives
stemming from the SEA have required
member states to:
H end the public ownership of basic
utilities including transport, postal
services, communications, energy and
banks;
H end ‘state aid’ for industry;
H introduce compulsory competitive
tendering in the public sector; 
H end local government direct labour
schemes; 
H introduce private pension schemes.

The effects of these directives have
been exactly the opposite to what so
many trade unionists thought Delors
had promised them over 25 years ago,
and a stark reminder of exactly how
much power the EU has to dictate
domestic policy to member states.
And now, the jewel in the crown of

our welfare state – the NHS –  is under
dire threat, as is the whole range of
state education with the proposed
European Union/US Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership

(TTIP). It would be naïve in the
extreme to imagine that the provision
of health and education would be safe
from the most unscrupulous of
privateering vultures.
Worst of all, are the EU’s mandatory

deficit reduction targets which are
stifling growth and devastating public
sectors across the EU.
I find it hard to understand why so

many trade unionists continue to
believe that the small benefits that

‘social’ Europe
delivered in the
past somehow
excuse all the EU’s
other draconian
measures that are
driving austerity
and unemployment.

AnitA HAlpin is tHe Communist
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Atlantic threat



by robert griffitHs

BRITAIN IS becoming one
of the most unequal
countries in the

developed world.
Multimillionaires flourish as
grinning government ministers
cut the ribbon to open yet
another food bank.
Through much of the 20th century,

disparities in income and wealth were
shrinking until shortly before Thatcher
and the Tories took office in 1979.
Since then, the poverty gap has
widened.
Moreover, the installation of the

unelected Con-Dem coalition in 2010
marked a new stage in the ruling class
counter-offensive. In this they have
been assisted by Labour's agreement
that austerity is  necessary.
Since the election, as former Bank of

England governor Mervyn King
pointed out, working class living
standards have suffered their biggest
decline since the 1920s.   Taxes on the
rich and big business have been cut
and prices let rip, as the value of
wages and benefits are driven down.
Trade unionism is being undermined
and - the central aim of the capitalist
offensive - big business profits are
growing again. 
The City bankers and speculators

are back with a bang, gambling on the
financial and commodities markets
while refusing to invest in productive
industry or affordable housing.
Britain's 'recovery' is being built on

sand - on inflated property values,
consumer debt and public subsidies
(including through quantitative easing
and PFI) - and will be washed away
when the next tidal wave hits us.
Already, the EU Commission and

former CBI chief Adair Turner are
sounding the alarm, even urging an
increase in the top band of council tax
to burst the 'housing bubble'.
Once again, capital values based on

financial and property instruments are
growing faster than the real value of
desirable goods and services being
produced in the real economy. 
Thus the seeds of a new financial

crisis are being sown. At the same
time, with two-thirds of the austerity
cuts still to come, a cyclical downturn
in the economy is likely to arrive
sooner rather than later, unless
artificially postponed by further
extensions of credit which store up
even bigger problems for the future.
Add in the housing, energy and climate
change crises and the future is far from
rosy.
Workers and families across Britain

desperately need not only a change of
government but a change of policy, too.
At the moment, next year's General

Election on May 7 promises neither. As
the local and EU elections last month
indicated, the Labour Party leadership
is failing to enthuse electors that a
Labour victory would deliver economic
growth, social justice and
environmental security.
Yet the conditions are ripe to grip the

popular imagination with popular
policies. Appeasing the right-wing
press is not going to deflect the
Murdochs, Dacre, Desmond or the
Barclay brothers from doing everything
to return a government which protects
the tax-dodge super rich.
Instead of parroting the right-wing

agenda on immigration, welfare
'scroungers', market flexibility, 'choice'
and public sector 'reform', Labour
should stiffen public opinion in favour

of renationalising the energy and
transport industries, taxing the rich
and big business, controlling the City,
building affordable housing, scrapping
the PFI rip-off, reversing privatisation
of the NHS and schools and extending
workplace and trade union rights.
Allowing the people a say on EU

membership would hardly be a vote
loser. In fact, an independent foreign
and defence policy for Britain, not
based on nuclear weapons or taking
part in US military expansion and
aggression, would be more popular now
than at any time in the past 65 years.
If Labour goes into the General

Election on its current uncritically pro-
big business, pro-EU and pro-NATO
programme, it will either lose to British
imperialism's first eleven or - after a
dispiriting period in office - pave the
way for an even more reactionary
regime than the current one.
How can the conditions be created to

produce a winning manifesto for May?
An upsurge in campaigning with the

People's Assembly against austerity
and privatisation is essential. Public
opinion also needs to be won to
support coordinated trade union action
to defend living standards, jobs and
public services.
Above all, the labour movement

must try to step up the fight to reclaim
the Labour Party from the opportunists,
careerists, elitists and big business
apologists who threw away the biggest
parliamentary majority in British
history.
Whether that can any longer be done

after the special spring conference, the
debate should spread throughout the
trade unions about how to secure a
mass party of labour, one capable of
winning general elections and enacting
far-reaching measures in the interests
of the workers and peoples of England,
Scotland and Wales.
A stronger, more influential

Communist Party
would help ensure
that the wider
labour movement
makes a militant,
thoughtful and
strategic response
to these challenges.
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LABOUR’S CHOICE 
a new financial crisis or change
course for working people

by liz pAyne

CAPITALISM IS
BLEEDING Britain dry.
Our communities face

job losses, benefit cuts and the
privatisation of cherished local
services.

never has the need been greater
for a strong, vibrant and dynamic
Communist party. Across the political
spectrum, Communists in britain are
respected and recognised for the
principled and fundamental role we
play, but we are only as strong and
capable as our members.

We need people like you who have
decided to act and in doing so
embolden those around you.

the strength of  the Communist
party is in its britain-wide network of
branches.

the Communist party puts the bulk
of  its resources into branch building.
this is because we believe that the
key to socialism is changing the
thinking of  workers, wherever they
may be.

there will be a branch local to you,
but if  not you can start one and, if
there are three or more who join at a
workplace, a branch can be started
there.

the best place to argue for
socialism is in local campaigns, unions
and community groups. Communist
party branches meet monthly so that
members are not bogged down in lots
of  administration and have time to get
involved in the local labour and
community movements. 

branches prioritise political
discussion and marxist education. it is
at the branch where you will meet
other communists from a broad range

of  backgrounds, ages and
communities.

the Communist party is at its best
when its members come together to
plan party campaigns and how to
further the aims of  the Communist
party programme, britain's road to
socialism. there are some localities
where the Communist party has been
organised for 90 years and others
where it is relatively new.

Wherever there is a Communist
party branch there will be a stronger
labour movement and peace
movement and there will be a greater
force for socialism.

Joining the Communist party is a
positive and ultimately rewarding
step. Communists don’t set
themselves apart from the movement
and class of  which we are a part. We
fight in the communities, at work, in
the labour and progressive movement
in the interest of  our class as a whole
not our own individual interests.

one thing is sure, things will get
worse until people like you decide to
organise and take up the challenge.
the more who join us, the more
powerful we will be. in the
Communist party your comrades will
support you in your efforts, join with
you in expanding your knowledge and
understanding of  the world we live in

and the world
we’re fighting for. 

if  you agree with
us then ask
yourself: if  not me,
then who? if  not
now, then when?

liz pAyne is tHe Communist pArty’s
Women’s orgAniser
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ANGRY AT
CAPITALIST
AUSTERITY?

This brand new
pamphlet offers
a Communist
perspective on
the labour
movement, the
labour party and
the crisis of
working class

representation. It features a series
of articles published in April 2014 in
the Morning Star by CP General
Secretary Robert Griffiths as well
as relevant excerpts from Britain's
Road to Socialism.
This is a contribution to the debate
that's certain to be ongoing in both
affiliated and non-affiliated trade
unions in the run up to the 2015
general election and beyond.
£2 from www.communist-party.org.uk
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